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The Florida Supreme Court
Commission on Professionalism
and the Crises of Legal Education
by Donald J. Weidner

Florida Supreme Court
Commission oni-Professionalism
was held
in January
he initial
meeting
of The
in Miami. Justice Harry Lee Anstead,
commission chair, presided over a
unique comtbination of leaders of the
bench, the bar, and .the law schools.
Each branch of the profession reported
on some of its activities. The law schools
reported fairly specifically on various
ways in which they are working to enhance professional skills training in general and professionalism in particular.
It is important for members of the
bench and of the bar to understand that
the law schools are doing more than
issuing statements about the wonderful job they are doing. As one step toward that end, JusticeAnstead has suggested that I share with The Florida
Bar some of the comments I directed to
law faculty in a recent presentation and
article in the Journalof Legal Education. The article includes a candid assessment of challenges facing law
schools and the need of law faculty to
respond.'

T
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The Crises of Legal Education
My basic message is that law schools
are all in the same fleet if not in the
same boat--and that law teachers as a
group should recognize and respond to
the fact that law schools are being buffeted by cross-currents of crises in confidence.
We are a part of the higher education industry and share in its challenges. Collegesuand universities today
face what is-in my experience an unprecedented crisis in public confidence.
Universities are being pressured to devote more of their resources to undergraduates rather than to graduate and
professional students. Those of us who
teach in public institutions also live
within the wake ofthe current crisis in
confidence in government institutions.
As law teachers, we also are part of the
legal profession, which continues to
flounder in significant public unpopularity. Within the legal profession, particularly within the organized bar,
many believe that the law schools are
not doing their best to prepare students
for the practice of law.

The crisis in confidence from within
the organized bar is serious and needs
to be addressed. There are legitimate
and important questions about the preparedness of many of our graduates.2
There are equally important questions
about the appropriate admixture of faculty scholarship, and whether too much
of it is directed only toward other academics.3 Perhaps more important, there
are too many arenas of continuing legal education, of law reform, and of
public service into which law professors
seldom venture.And there are too many
law teachers who hav'. given the impression to too.many students, practitioners, and judges that they have nothing but disdain for the practice of law.
We are reaping the disdain we have
been sowing.
Despite the importance and urgency
of the challenges we face from within
the legal profession, my thesis in this
essay is that the crises that affect
higher education in general-the challenges we face that we share with other
institutions of higher education-are at
least as significant for law schools as

Education, reports widespread concern
both about the affordability of higher
education and about the skills ofrecent
graduates. The report concludes: "If
there is not a crisis inAmerican higher
education, there is surely enough evidence at band to conclude that its leaders need to act-and act now-to reHot issues for the Higher
store public confidence." 0 The public is
Education Establishment
The higher education establishment concerned because the public is paying
is consumed by the reality that the most of the bill for educational ineffimanagement of educational resources ciency.
is currently a matter of great local,
state, and national concern. The Asso- New Concern for
ciation of Governing Boards of Univer- Undergraduate Education
Concern about today's undergraduate
sities and Colleges has identified key
public policy issues ranging from cost student population-particularly about
containment and productivity initia- their progress through the system, the
tives to accountability and regulatory training they receive, and the indebtreform.4 Most of these issues raise fun- edness they incur-has led many policy
damental questions about the financ- makers to relegate legal education, and
ing and management of colleges and much ofgraduate education, to a burner
universities. Ultimately they raisrjt4he way,way back on a very large and overmost sensitive issues of faculty produc- crowded stove. The recent drastic cuts
in the state support of legal education
tivity and university governance.
Illustrations of governance and pro- in Ohio, for example, have been exductivity issues abound. National at- plained in terms of the priority of untention has been focused on the battle dergraduate education"
for control over Florida's public univer- -The New UndergraduatePopulation
Fewer of today's students match the
sities, particularly the control over tuition.$ In California, privatization of at traditional image of a college underleast one of the state's law schools is graduate-a white male frm a relatively
high en the agenda.6 And in Ohio offi- affluent family, about 20 years old, atcials have made clear that the state will tendingcollege full-time, and graduating
no longer spend as much to subsidize in fc.i" years. More women than men
have been enrolled every year since 1979.
legal education.!
Affluence has-been replaced by needsix of 10 full-time undergraduates receive
Cost of Higher Education
The single most important fact ani- financial assistance',hat averages more
mating unprecedented concern with than $3,800 peryear.T!e number ofolder
university management is that the students on campus has increased by 141
costs of higher education have been in- percent over the last20 yers. More than
creasing much more rapidly than the four of 10 underfraduate, and graduate
costs of other goods and services. More students attpi" school part-time. Apthan 30 members of Congress have proximately one in five students today is
asked the GeneralAccounting Office to a memb,-r of a minority group and apwi, in 10 reports a disabilstudy why college tuition continues to proximately
n
climb faster than inflation.8 It seems ity.
O'.nly about half 6f the students enthat everyone has joined the debate
over faculty productivity. Leaders in rolled full-time in four-year institutions
many states are either requiring or per- receive a ba-helor's degrade within the
suading boa" Is and institutions to traditional four years. Nontraditional
study the productivity ofcollege faculty. students have a tougher time graduatBy 1995, 24 states required annual re- ing within three or fouryears than traports or a first-time report of faculty ditional students. And many college
workloads. 9 Increasingly, states will graduates are striking potential emstudy and compare notes on faculty ployers as unprepared in basic reading,
writing, critical thinking, problem-solvworkloads.
The crisis in public confidence is clear. ing, and communication skills.
An influential report published by the
Legislative and other leadxs are askAmerican Council on Education, Cor- ing-and pressuring-university adporate Lessons for American Higher ministrators and faculty to tend more
are the more narrow issues that are
peculiar to legal education. Both must
be considered at the same time. At the
very least, the larger context must inform our response to the more narrow
issues.

to undergraduates and less to graduate and professional students. Often
they also are asking faculty to spend
less time on research and more time on
teaching. For example, Florida's Teaching Incentive Program earmarks a sig-.
nificant proportion of legislatively appropriated salary-increase dollars for
$5,000 additions to the base salaries of
faculty who are Iselected as outstanding teachers. S.holarly producivity is
not a criterion. Nor is public service.
The system is clearly designed to draw
a bright line between winners and losers. T' qrst year the program was in
effect.
,'id other postgraduate facligible.
ulty were
-Otherlmpacts on Law Schools
What has happened to the undergraduate student population has had
an obvioms impact on law school applications. As the economic recession
hit, students found themselves in an
educational experience that was taking
too long, putting them deeply in debt,
and offering them little in the way of
enhanced employment opportunities.
When the word got out to these students-and to people who were thinking of applying to law school after beinj out of college several years-that a
legal education would take more time,
require them to proceed at an academic
pace faster than they were used to, and
put them deeper in debt without offering them any promise of enhanced employment opportunities, many elected
to pursue ot'fier avenues. Law school
applications have declined by almost 30
percent in the last five years.
Our ability to provide access to the
legal profession for students who are
not affluent is a grave concern. In particular, our ability to continue to diversify our student bodies and hence the
legal profession is in question. Within
just the past few months, Congress
eliminated funding for h"e Council on
Legal Educational Opportunity;' Ohio
officials decided to cut funding for legal education for students with lower
academic credentials;"4 and the Supreme Court denied certiorari in
Hopwood v. Texas, 116 S. Ct. 2580
(1996).
There are other significant consequences of the changing applicant.population. First, some law schools have
become ferociously, even ludicrously
competitive for students. A recent article in the National Law Journaldescribes one relatively new law school's
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attempts to attract applicants by assuring .tbemthat there will be a pot of
employment at the end of their law
school's rai*nbow. 5 Such efforts invite
intervention by the organized bar and
by consumer protection agencies if not
by the educational establishment.
Second, some ofthe law schools at the
bottom of the pecking order, including
someABA-accredited schdols, are finding tlemselves perilously close to open
admissions. Will some of these law
schools, because of the low academic,
abilities of their students. "e tempted
to avoid programs that exiiphasize traditional academic excellence? Will they,
instead, be tempted to offer "practical"
skills and "r.4al lawyering" to students,
whose strength has never included academic performance? Will students be
told that they willgt betterjobs if they
learn tp be "real lwyers" as opposed to
pointy-head3? Wiifthe ba- be told that
"r.' l lawyer" prngrams, rather than
moi, traditonal law school programs,
should be mandated for bar admission?
Almost ali of us ner d to recognize
that today's unprepared college studentf will be tomorrow's unprepared
law students. I submit that thechanging student pvpulatiqn means thI-.igorous, university-based academic education is-mc.
rtant for us to
aeliver than eve.
.pplJ'ants
who are in desperi. 4 ...
of training
in critical reading, critical thinking,
problem-solving, -idcommunicationskills, and-who need to beinformed by
a s-nseof history and of philosophy. In
short, there is as much a need as there
ever was for law schools to engage their
students in the rigors oftraditional academic excellence.
On the other hand, academic institutions must reform. We must prepare
our students in the midst of a revolutior '-i
technology. We musrteach them
mc-e of a global understanding. We
must teach them to work better in
teams. We must better prepare them
for the practice f law.An i we must do
so-more cost-effectively because we as
educators are forced to compete with
other social institutionp for scarce resources.

The Corporate Analogy
My basic message for law faculty is
that the rest of the world-i.e., everyone except cc'leg'e or university faculty-sees higher education as having
faile6 to reform itself the way business
66 THE FLORIDA BAR JOURNAI.MAY 1997

corporations a decade ego. In many of
those corporations:
* a well.entrenched bureaucracy existed;

Almost all of us
need to recognize
that today's
unpreparedcollege
students
will be tomorrows
unprepared
law students

" employees enjoyed unwritten guarantees
of lifeline employment;
* some were paid essentially forjust showing up;
* customers were viewed more often as
irritants than as the reason for the
organization's existence;
* new technologies and new competitors
were changing markets, products and
manufacturing methods;
* innovation was smothered under layers
of bureaucracy; and
* some things were done because they had
always been done, and

has. Everyone sees corporate America
as having undergone radical restructuring. 6 Some of that restructuring has
been painful, some of it has been perceived as cruel or unfair, but on the
whole it has been seen as a process that
was and is necessry to modernize and
maintain competitiveness.
Business leaders and legislators see
colleges and universities as institutions
that have steadfastly refused io attempt the kind of progress, that has
been made in corporate America. The
corporate analogy calls attention to th
chasm between the academy and the
outside world. Many faculty are immediately offended by the very suggestion
of a corporate analogy. Some are hostile to the corporate world as they see
it. Some say that the corporate world
has gotten worse, not better. Some say
that the corporate world is not the
world they choose to live in. Some say
that universities should not be compared.with for-profit organizations.And
some s..y simply that-faculty productivity is hard to define.
Nevertheless, there are many of us
within colleges and universities who
believe that wo in higher education are
paying a heavy price for our failure to
persuade leaders iii business and in
government that we are effectively
managing our resources. We netd to do
a better job, and we need to persuade
people we are doing a better job. We will
not be able to do either if we takewthe
iposition that we need not measure up
to any standards but our own.
The CorporateLessons report makes
the point that colleges and universities
in the 1990s reflect the situation that
existed in hundreds of majorAmerican

o some things were being done superbly
that should not have been done at all.1
Throughout the country, the analogy
has been heard, and it has resonated.

Where to Go from Here?
I certaitly do not mean to suggest
that higher education has made no response to the crises in confidence or to
the increased scarcity of resources. The
first line of response has been an attempt to increase revenues. Recent
years have seen more lobbying for increased public funding for higher education, intensified efforts at private
fundraising, the development of profit
centers, and, perhaps most significantly, increased tuition. The second
line of response has been retrenchment,
but it has been retrenchment without
the sort of restructuring that has taken
place in American business.
CorporateLessons states that higher
education's response to financial pressures has been limited to the administrative side of operations, avoiding
those with tenure. In the eyes of corporate managers, universities have not
engaged in true restructuring:
For corporations, restructuring means two
things. It means developing or acquiring
new business lines. Ard it means dropping
existing products and Virvices-becauce the
corporation provides them inefficiently, it
should never have been providing them in
the first place, or they do not fit into the
corporation's .-ew statement of philosophy
and goals.
In higher education, restructuring might
entail introducing new instructional tech.
nologies, reorganizing departments into in.
terdisciplinary uits, or charging how acad4emic progress i3 measured from credits

earned to outcomes assessment.' s
There is a widespread conbensus outside the academy that the academy
should employ, to a far greater extent
than it has, some of the techniques that
were used to "reinvent" corporations in
the 1980s: defining missions, focusing
on quality, flattening hierarchies and
giving employees more authiority, examining bureaucratic fat, and contracting
for noncriti, al services. This consensus
is shared by many university administrators, who are caught between outsiders pressing for change and faculty
members resisting it.
The corporate experience suggests
the following steps for law schools.
1) Define your core migsion
Take a hard look at what you are doing and why you are doing it.
Deemphasize or dispose of programs
that are not a part ofyour core mission.
Concentrate on what you do best. Richard J. Mahone,, chair and chief executive officer of Monsanto Company,
has suggested that the following questions might be asked in the reexamination:
What is the essence of this institution?
What are our core functions and departments?
What is our primary goal? Which programmatic priorities are nonnegotiable?
If we had to choose between research and
teaching as our main emphasis, which
would we choose?
Are 90 percent of our discretionary funds
targeted on priority activities? If not, why
not? 19
No one model can or should apply to
all law schools. There are differences
among law schools, based in part on
whethe they are affiliated with a university, the kind of university, and the
nature of the affiliation; whether they
are urban or rural; whether they have
a night program, a large endowment, a
technological infrastructure, a student
body with a-strong academic background, an affluent student body, and
so forth.
2) Examine your internalbureaucracy
With your priorities in mind, ask how
you can cut costs.Avoid across-the-board
cuts and fight foryour core mission. Large
organizations cut costs through such budgetary devices as "zero-based" budgeting,
contracting for noncritical services, encouraging early retirements, and reducing organizational layers. Financial incentives toward specific goals are used
extensively.20

If we had to choose
between research
and teaching as our
main emphasis,
which would we
choose? Are 90% of
our discretionary
funds targeted on
priorityactivities?
If we don't take these steps, one of
two things will happen. Either others
will impose them on us, or others will
simply turn away and leave us to sink
or swim on our own.
Whether we like it or not, there are
several patterns we are likely to see
with increasing frequency:
* More discussion of cutting law
schools off from thair host universities
and leaving the law schools to their own
financial devices. This is likely to be especially true in graduate research universities that are being pressured to
turn their attention and their resources
toward better preparing undergraduate
students. More and more provosts will
ask more and more deans at public institutions why they can't be left to their
own resources like the University of
Michigan and the University of Virginia
law schools.
9 More merit-based compensation,
including incentives for tenured full
professors. Some merit money will be
broadly available with great discretion
in individual units on how to allocate
them. Other merit money will be
awarded only to a limited number of
"truly outstanding" faculty on a competitive basis. Narrowly targeted incentives will produce clear winners and
clear losers. Merit will be guiding salary increases even when the increases
,tre small. Law schools that develop a
reputation for merit regimes may fare
better in persuading presidents and
provosts to allocate scarce resources to
them. Faculty who teach and write
more and who do more public service
will get paid more. Faculty who teach
relatively few students and who produce little scholarship will feel the
pinch.

* More mendated accountability at
all levels. Faculty and administrators
will be held accountable for increased
productivity, and administrators will be
accountable as fundraisers and managers.
* More differential teaching assignmcnts for faculty who fail to produce
scholarship or extraordinary service.
Our provost at Florida State University
is urging all deans on campus to adopt
the approach that he took when he was
dean of our College ofArts and Sciences:
increase the teaching load of
nonpublishing faculty by 50 percent.
* More part-time faculty. I commend
for your reading the Recommendation
to Amend Interpretation 402-1 of the
American Bar Association Standards
forApproval of Law Schools filed by the
Illinois State Bar Association. It provides that adjunct faculty may constitute "up to 40 percent of the full-time
equivalent faculty for purposes of calculating the student/faculty ratio" for
ABA accreditation purposes.21 Two
things are going on here. First, schools
are cutting costs, and it is less expensive to have adjunct faculty teach
courses than it is to have full-time faculty teach them. Second, the organized
bar is questioning the value of the education being delivered by full-time faculty.
• More use of technology to cherrypick faculty from other law schools to
perform selected tasks, at low cost. Faculty from other schools (or adjunct faculty) will be hired to teach using interactive video technology at a much lower
cost than visiting professors or new faculty members. Just as prestigious law
firms are being asked to respond to requests for proposals to get work that in
the past automatically came to them,
so, too, will individual faculty members
be bargaining over specific assignments.
- More libraries will be denied the
space ane funds to warehouse paper
publications. They will be forced instead to provide
electronic access to in22
formation.
• More placemenf ffices will be
forced to return to their core mission of
helping thuir students get jobs. Too
many placement offices have become
"career services" offices that do far too
much counseling and not enough job
placement. Many law schools are struggling to get things back on track. I know
of more than one law school that has
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actually struggled for a name for these
offices that will reinstate the word
placement and respect the concept of
broader counselingservices. Placement
services is one solution for the name,
but the culture of the office may be more
difficult-to change.
* More discussion of the kinds of
people Who should be academic administrators and the kind of influence the
faculty should have over them. More
president, provost, and dean searches
will involve discussions about the need
for someone who can "get things under
control." To nonacademics, serting on
search committees or as appointing
authorities, this often means looking for
someone whc 'will not be "a stooge for
the faculty." In one recent university
presidential search that I followed, one
of the candidates was a provost who had
great support from faculty of all disciplines. It was clear that his strong faculty support was considered askt.least
two strikes against him by th people
who actually appointed the president
(as opposed to the faculty members on
the search committee). He was not selected and the faculty were surprised.
They could not comprehend the extent
to which their support had hurt, not
helped, his candidacy. With respect to
law schools in particular, consider the
Proposed Amendments to Proposed
Standards 205 and 206 filed by the
Mississippi State Bar Association.
These amendments are designed "to
provide that the appointment or reappointment of a university law school
dean by a university governing board
may not be 'vetoed' by a faculty majority vote, in the belief that a dean should
ultimately be answerable to the governingboard of the institution, and not to
the faculty.2 3
o Pressures in different directions.At
the same time that corporate leaders
are asking universities to cut costs,
streamline their bureaucracies, and
contract-out sr . ;fic tasks, the American Bar Association, through the accreditation process, is exerting pressure
in the opposite direction. For example,
it is pressuring law schools to expand
extremely expensive clinical programs
and to expand rather than to contract
the tenure system. Rather than encourage universities to contract-out for the
supervision of clinics, the ABA is pressuring them to give tenure or its equivalent to a broader range of faculty. ABA
standards also are designed more to re68 THE FLORIDABAR JOURNAL/MAY 1997

quire libraries to warehouse books
rather than to require them to provide
electronic access to information.
3) Form allianceswith other institutions
Nationally, there will be increased
discussion of the cross-listing of courses
among colleges and universities and the
aggregation of courses from different
institutions to generate certification.2
Large corporations may become compe~mli or supplemental providers. In
short, degrees and academic institutions will be disaggregated, and students will be offered more opportunities for distance learning.
Libraries can get especially crative
here in sharing resources to provide
diversified portfolios of information.
Like placement offices, libraries are in
the midst of an identity crisis that includes name changes. Librar~es may
become information centers, and librarians may become cybrarians. Unlike
placement offices, however, libraries
are likely to have a future that is different from their historic core mission.
Indeed, with all the changes going on,
law lib-arians have seen more radical
restructuring than most faculty have
even begun to contemplate.
4)Involve the factdty andotherstakeholdersin the process when possible
At Florida State, the law faculty recently imposed upon itself an increased
scholarly expectation: Every faculty
member is expected to produce a major
manuscript every two-years. That rule
would not be as powerful ifit were simply imposed from above. On the other
hand, presidents, provosts, and deans
',ill be expected to play an active role,
especially when productivity increases
are demanded by external constituencies and faculty support is lacking.
In addition to adapting lessons from
the corporate world, I would add a few
further points.
5) L tablish meaningful minimum
expectations for faculty members to be
on campus
Faculty in graduate research universities have come under attack as being
disdainful of teaching undergraduates.
Law is somewhat different in this regard, and better off, because teaching
core discipline courses is still seen as a
plum assignment. But accessibility is
an issue for us as wel.
There is a cancer that has began to
metastasize throughout higher education, including the law sckloels: work-

ing at home. Please understand that
there are many faculty for whom I have
enormous respect who feel that they
need to spend some time at home during the normal workday- " get their
research done. Nevertheless, I believe
there are too many who spend far too
few hours in their offices, accessible to
their students and to their colleagues.
And technology is facilitating this dysfunctional behavior by enabling faculty
to put out brushfires from a distanceby checking their voice mail and their
e-mail-and by allowing them to persuade themselves that they are actually in much;4oser and more dynamic
electronic communication with their
students and celleagues.
We are losing the benefit of much of
the student learning that goes on outside the classroom, in the halls, and in
faculty offices, and we are losing collegial environment. Often junior faculty
seem tc be the worst offendcr.s. In particular,ijunior faculty who are graduates ofschools with absentee faculty are
shocked by the suggestion that they
should spend three or four hours a day
.,'their offices outside class.
Apart from the fact that we are all
the poorer for a moreanemic a.ademic
environment, there is the inescapable
political fact that students see that
teachers do not want to spend time with
them. When in subsequent years we
turn to them for help, when they are
legislators or alumni from whom we are
seeking support, their memory may be
long.
Our provost one day.addressed our
Council of Deans after a particularly
difficult day with legislators and legislative staff. When he outlined the accountability measures the legisiators
were proposing, one of the deans suggested: "We need to do a better job of
letting the legislators know what the
faculty are all about." The response:
"They know what we're about-they're
our graduates."
As one ofmy colleagues in physics put
it at our university's new-faculty orientation last year: "If you don't want to
come to work at the university, you
shouldn't take a job at the university."
If law libraries can no longer afford to
warehouse collections that are available electronically, can law schools afford to provide.offices for faculty who
work at humell Why hire full-time faculty at all?-With these questions in
mind, I would add a more modest ques-

tion for faculties as they reexamine
their goals and priorities: What is the
default rule on the minimum amount
of time faculty should be expected to
spend each week in their offices?
6)Establishperformancestandards
for
faculty to interactwith legalprofession
The crisis in confidence from within
the legal profession is real and is upon
us. I believe that much of the criticism
of legal education is warranted and that
much of it is not. I also believe that
there is too little communication between legal academics and members of
the practicing bar, particularly the organized bar.I think it is imperative that
more faculty interact more with the
bench and bar.
Because of the treme: .dous gap between academic lawyers and practicing
lawyers, an affirmative action program
to integrate law faculties into the profession will be required. Most schools
bring in a significant number ofjudges
and practicing attorneys as adjunct
teachers, guest lecturers, and advisers
to students. The problem at many
schools is that the faculty don't get out
enough. Schools should work with the
bench, tl'e bar, and government agencies to have professors in residence, faculty as speakers, and faculty team±eaching with the bench and bar. I
believe it can be done to the enrichment
of the bench, the bar, and the academy.
There are plenty of law reform activities, continuing educational activities,
and public service activities in which
law teachers can serve with great distinction. More faculty need to be encouraged to lo so; I believe that the invitations will be accepted if they are
extended. Service will create a public
good, enrich the teaching and scholarship of faculty who participate, position
faculty to better assist their students
as they begin their careers, and enhance our stature within the legal profession and within the community.
Accordingly, my reexamination would
consider appropriate default rules for
faculty members concerning:
*the number of continuing legal education or continuing judicial education
speeches one should deliver each year;
*the appropriate annual service on bar
or other professional committees;
*the number of hours peryear that one
should devote to law reform activity;
and
*the number of hours that one should
devote to other public service.

Conclusion
We on law faculties are involved in a
process of searching self-examination
to determine how we must evolve to do
a better job. At Florida State, we have
reached out to our alumni and to our
Board of Visitors for their insights. As
law faculty continue to address changes
required inside the law schools, the
Commission on Professionalism provides an opportunity to help close the
gap between faculty and the bench and
the bar. The commission needs to explore the many ways that law faculty
can be integrated more fully into the
profession and into its efforts to achieve
greater fairness and dignity for all. 0
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